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Medication Assisted
Treatment Deals Signal
a Shift in Addictions M&A
Over the last ten years (particularly the past five), we have seen
a marked increase in the number of acquisitions of residential
treatment providers – typically those of the “high-end” variety.
While all segments in behavioral health have surged during this
period, it has been residential treatment that has spent the most
time at center stage.

But we sense a disturbance in The Force.
We have long said that the dynamics propping up the first wave
of addictions and substance abuse mergers and acquisitions are
fragile. To wit:
Parity? Despite the promises of increased utilization due
to parity initiatives, a reasoned analysis suggests that
these gains will be disproportionately realized by the more
mainstream (i.e. affordable) providers. Those that target
clients that largely already have the means to pay – the
providers most sought in the initial volley of substance
abuse M&A – are probably unlikely to get much of a
boost from these reforms.
Out-of-Network? Despite the longevity it has enjoyed to
date, the out-of-network model has always been perched
precariously on the razor’s edge of sustainability. If anything, the added visibility of parity only raises awareness
of this “only in America” systematic disparity in payments.
Standards? And then there has been the all-tooforeseeable consequence of a market long on dollars
and short on oversight, regulation, and, most importantly –
rigorously developed, evidence-based protocols and
outcomes measurements. That is, a rise in riff-raff bringing
with them referral abuses, excessive lab testing, up-coding,
and other unsavoriness that drives up the risk profile of the
entire industry.
Please note that none of the above is a swipe at an industry that
has unquestionably given thousands and thousands of clients a
second chance at productive and joyful lives.

It is merely to point out that, as we have seen in numerous
consolidations of health care service providers over the years,
in the rush to build share and competitive advantage, it’s not
at all unusual for buyers to consciously (or unconsciously)
back-burner knowable, non-fatal soft spots in their investment
theses – market realities that can be managed, as necessary,
later in their investment cycles.

So how does this impact the climate for medication
assisted treatment (MAT) M&A?
Buyers are beginning to look for treatment providers that have
a disproportionate amount of in-network vs. out-of-network
reimbursement whose revenue streams are far more stable
and predictable.
They are increasingly looking at “lower-end” programs, both
residential and community-based – providers that are more
likely to benefit from parity – that can profitably accept statefunded payments, that are far more affordable to private pay
patients, and that are far more accessible to the 20 plus million
clients that can benefit from even a few hours of regular
out-patient monitoring, support, and counseling.
Because this is where the long-term, sustainable growth in
substance abuse treatment will almost assuredly come from.

And this is where MAT comes into play.
MAT and Parity
With coverage requirements for substance abuse treatment
under the ACA’s Essential Health Benefits murky at best, and
with insurers reflexively wired to fall back on their three core
operating principles: (1) deny, (2) deny again, and (3) wait ‘til
they give up – expanding reimbursement for addictions treatment
in general, and opioid medications in particular, has been painfully slow. But slow doesn’t mean never, especially when opiate
addiction is breaking bad in epidemic proportions. So once the
insurers get their heads out of their own mega mergers and do
the math, with annual costs of medication assisted treatment far
lower than most residential treatment programs, it’s a pretty good
guess that they will begrudgingly, but increasingly, embrace MAT
as a “first-line” treatment option.1

1
We recognize that medication assisted treatment is often provided in conjunction with counseling services, raising total treatment costs. But we suspect a hybrid
model is still far less expensive than the high-end residential programs that currently dominate addictions M&A.
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MAT and In-Network vs. Out-of-Network
The disparity between in-network and out-of-network payment
schemes is far less an issue in medication assisted treatment
programs. First, while still less than optimal, MAT is available in
some form or another through Medicaid programs in all 50 states,
with some considering options to expand such coverage. Second,
assuming the insurers eventually see the light (and yes, we know
what happens when we assume), we do not anticipate much
out-of-network payment disparity. Because unlike residential
programs where clients are frequently coming from out-of-state,
rendering the development of narrow in-network contracting
largely unworkable, patients tapping into MAT programs are likely
to be living and working in very close proximity to their providers.
So MAT is innately in-network, portending steady, predictable,
and comparatively uniform payment schedules – the kind of
predictability that many an M&A roll-up feeds upon.
MAT and Evidence-Based Protocols
While there is substantial philosophical disagreement within
the treatment community regarding the appropriateness of longterm MAT versus more traditional abstinence-based programs,
there is meaningful documentation regarding the effectiveness
of medication assisted treatment protocols in terms of ongoing
participation, reduced measures of recidivism, and lower social
costs (i.e. reduction in crime, improved overall health, sustained
employment, etc.). By contrast, the evidence is less tangible in
traditional, abstinence-based programs.

Equity Investments in
Medication Assisted
Treatment Providers

While we are in no way taking a position on the best therapeutic
interventions, we must acknowledge that, from an acquirer’s
perspective, the data makes for a compelling investment thesis.
As a result, it would not be unreasonable to speculate that the
upward trajectory of deal volume in MAT-based programs may
prove steeper than their residential counterparts.
MAT and Pathway to Consolidation
Compared to residential programs, medication assisted
treatment is simply an easier consolidation play. There is
far more uniformity in MAT than residential treatment with its
different price points, philosophies, therapeutic interventions,
etc. Therefore, the identification, assessment, valuation, and
post-deal integration of MAT providers is a far more efficient
and predictable exercise. They are also easier to fund, staff,
and manage, making a start-up strategy a more viable,
complementary, pathway to rapid expansion. Finally, the
supply of medication-based programs is simply greater
than residential facilities.
MAT and Profitability
As profitable as residential programs can be, MAT programs
are every much their equal – and often better. Accordingly,
the segment has room to absorb contractions in reimbursement
and still remain quite attractive, making it a safer long-term play.
Considering all of the above, we believe that addictions and
substance abuse M&A is at an inflection point.
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Buyers are unquestionably still interested in acquiring
residential treatment programs – but no longer to the
general exclusion of other types of providers such as
medication assisted treatment programs, and, in short
order, other non-residential substance abuse programs.
The data supports this impression.
As illustrated in the previous chart, while there has been a
modest uptick in equity investments in MAT providers since
2011, in the first six months of 2015 alone, the segment has
racked up almost as many deals (6) as the 10 year high water
mark recorded in 2006 (7).
Among the investments, thus far in 2015, have been two
platform market entry transactions – Revelstoke Capital
Partners’ investment in Crossroads Treatment Centers and,
most recently, Webster Capital’s investment in Bay Area
Research and Treatment. What’s more, as this publication was
being written, The Deal, a well-respected mergers & acquisitions
publication, reported that bids were due shortly for a potential
acquisition of Discovery House Group, a $36M MAT provider.
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So, from a timing perspective, what does this mean if you are
a medication assisted treatment provider contemplating
a sale?
Well, it’s never a bad idea to strike when the market is on its
way up. As JP Morgan once said of his divestiture strategy, “I’ve
made a fortune getting out too soon.” This is particularly true
for platform-sized providers (those with plus/minus 10 centers),
as the recent spate of dealmaking is almost assuredly going to
spawn a swell of “me-too” buyers (with access to still-favorable
debt markets) that will have to compete for relatively rare assets.
That said, with volume still relatively modest, our sense is that we
are at the leading edge of what will likely be a sustained period of
investment in MAT. Accordingly, if you have the time, resources,
and ambition to generate near-term growth – or perhaps build out
a platform of your own – it would not be unreasonable to wager
that the upside potential of a higher price is enough to offset the
risk of a sector decline, an economic downturn, or the day-to-day
business risk you live with on a regular basis.
Heads, you win. Tails, you win.
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INTELLIGENT DEALMAKING IN BEHAVIORAL HEALTH CARE M&A
The Braff Group is the leading health care services mergers and acquisitions advisory firm with
a team of professionals focused exclusively on behavioral health care, including mental health,
addictions and substance abuse, autism services, I/DD, at-risk-youth, and acquired brain injury.
With such a narrow focus, our dealmakers know the ever-changing utilization trends, reimbursement
climate, health care policy initiatives, financial and operating characteristics, and consolidation
strategies in behavioral health that influence who is buying, why, where and for how much.
With more than 250 transactions completed overall, The Braff Group is ranked #1 in health care
mergers & acquisitions.1
But we never forget that your deal is the one that matters to you.
Let us make it a great one.
1

Source: Thomson Reuters, based on number of deals between 2008 and 2014.
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